SOCIAL MEDIA

Twitter

TWITTER HANDLES
See the document with contact details of the Mints. The infographic for Twitter is available here.

GENERAL TWEETS
.@KvW 2016 broadcast found Mints in Spain, France and Portugal buy coin blanks for euro from clustermunition producer. Campaigners are asking questions bit.ly/2ijydHR

Dutch Mint @knm_nl will no longer buy coin blanks from cluster munition producer #Poongsan. Other states that have banned clusterbombs must follow! bit.ly/2hzQ9l8

Mint of Norway @Samlerhuset will not do business with Poongsan as long as it is involved with production of clustermunitions bit.ly/2ijydHR

#Clusterbomb producer #Poongsan is on #EU supplier list for Euro coin blanks. Goes against commitment of 22 EU countries to ban cluster munitions.

Campaigners urge all countries to halt relationships with Poongsan until it ceases production of clusterbombs bit.ly/2ijydHR

TWEETS DIRECTED TO THE MINT OF YOUR COUNTRY
If the Mint of your country is mentioned for buying coin blanks from Poongsan, urge them to stop!

.@[INSERT TWITTER HANDLE OF THE MINT IN YOUR COUNTRY]: Are our coins made with blanks from #Poongsan, who also produces banned clustermunitions? #banclusterbombs bit.ly/2ijydHR

[your country’s Mint twitter address] is urged to cease business ties with cluster bomb producer #Poongsan, a weapon that kills and maims mostly civilians bit.ly/2ijydHR

.@EU_Commission remove #clusterbomb producer #Poongsan from vetted coin blank producer list NOW bit.ly/2ijydHR

Facebook

You can use the infographic for Facebook, it is available here.

Are your coins made with the help of a cluster munitions producer?

Cluster munitions producer Poongsan is a major supplier of coin blanks to countries around the globe. Countries that have joined the ban on cluster munitions buy coin blanks from Poongsan for the production of their national coins. These states should not do business with a company that is involved with the production of internally banned weapons.

Find out more here and urge your Mint to stop doing business with Poongsan!